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Date: January 8, 1887
Description: T.B. Reed letter to Lewis Pierce

              House of Representatives U. S.,
Personal       Washington, D. C., 8 Jany, 1887.
[written sideways at top left]any thing as
to our Mexican
[?]?
My dear Louis:
                       I hoped you might appear
here with Pullen after the meeting of the
T & PM directors. But I am sad to say
I was disappointed and Pullen himself
has disappeared.
                             What did you so at the
meeting and what prospect seems there
to be in the future? Are we to go to
Detroit or to Dasodle[?]. In that last
town we have done so much business
that there ought to be a large station
with towers. What did Alfred Eberst
say about the Vanderbilt examination
into the question? Was there no out-
=come to that last at all?
The M.P. matter remains in status quo.
Had there been any decisive indication I
would have let you know but I did
not dare to telegraph uncertainties.
The movers expect to pass the Bill but
Mr Springer of Ills breathes fire and
Slaughter unless certain impossible



amendments are adopted. As Springer
knows nothing and is so builded[?] that
he never can he is the fit ( instrument
(without knowing it I doubt not) of the
“Bears.”  Todays Washn papers give a
long rigmarole about several millions
paid $250,000 to one Congressman etc
which will have its effect doubtless.
It is strange such preposterous stories
should have vogue but the world
is credulous. 250,000$ would seem
however to be a high price for one.
As it is now I don’t dare to predict tho’
the strong common sense of the measure
has much to commend it and Crish[?]
of Ga who has it in charge is a real
man with courage and convictions.
Interstate Commerce so far as I can find
out is like to pass, But Ketchum who would
know about such a thing better than
I says he thinks to=day that it will
not. Keep this to yourself for I have no right to mention
his name.
  Yours truly
                                              TB Reed


